Macrosystematics of eutherian mammals combining HTS data to expand taxon coverage.
In the last few years high-throughput sequencing technologies have permitted significant advances in mammalian phylogenetic studies from a genomic perspective. However, these studies have been restricted to a sparse number of species with available reference genomes. Thus, several issues inside the eutherian mammals phylogeny remain unresolved. This may be due in part to limited taxon sampling, as taxonomic density is known to affect phylogenetic resolution. In this context, we present a protocol to increase taxon coverage using high-throughput sequencing data (RNA or DNA) generated for other biological studies and available in public databases. Following this procedure we addressed pending or controversial issues concerning the phylogenetic position of Dermoptera, Pholidota and Chiroptera, considering multiple and independent loci. Also for Chiroptera and Arctoidea we evaluated the relationships of the lineages that compose it. Although the maximum number of genes used is moderate (95), in some cases taxon coverage doubles that of previous related studies. Globally, all coalescent-based (STAR, MP-EST and ASTRAL) and concatenated (IQ-TREE and BEAST2) methods used for species tree reconstruction were consistent to each other and most of interrogated nodes received high statistical support.